CHAMPION

CH ANDALI ANIMATO OUTLAW JOSEY WALES (D)
BY GCH CH LA REN LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL X MIRRAMISS MIGHTY QUEEN
BREEDER: LOUANN HANSEN & CHERYL MAASS & ANDREA MELOON
OWNER: SUSAN SWAN & CHERYL MAASS & ANDREA MELOON

CH BEL SHUT THE FRONT DOOR (B)
BY ELMAC ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGH X GCH CH BEL BY THE LIGHT OF THE MOON
BREEDER/OWNER: MS. TRACEY ISAACSON & ISABEL ISAACSON

CH BELLE AMI ET VALA CORAZON REAL (B)
BY GCHB CH NIGHTFIRE’S UNIQUE BUT REAL X BELLE AMI ET VALA LIFE GOES ON
BREEDER: CHRISTA STEELE & MICHAEL PHILIP
OWNER: MRS. KITTIE RUE DEEMER

CH CADGETS OUTLAW STEALING HEARTS TKN (B)
BY CH FLINTERS DELYTEFUL GOIN T TOWN X CHAMPAIGNE QUINTESSENTIAL TO
CADGETS ACT2 SCN SBN
BREEDER: GAYLE KEY
OWNER: PAM WATSON & GAYLE KEY

CH CHINAK A SIP OF GENTLEMAN JACK (D)
BY CANISPHERE’S FORGOTTEN SOLDIER X CHINAK SHE’S A SINGULAR SENSATION
BREEDER: LUCRETIA HEDBERG
OWNER: ELISSA D. HILL & KAREN D. HILL

CH DEANNA’S A STAR IS BORN (B)
BY DEANNA’S CHAMPAGNE SUPER NOVA X DEANNA’S CALYPSO’S DREAM
BREEDER/OWNER: DEANNA CLARK

CH DENZEL JUST MY IMAGINATION (B)
BY GCH CH DENZEL SUCCESS COMES NATURALLY X CH DENZEL SHEER IMAGINATION
BREEDER/OWNER: TRACY BURDICK

CH DISYRE CHASING MY DREAMS (D)
BY CH DISYRE WISH COME TRUE X GCHB CH DISYRE STEPPING UP THE DREAM
BREEDER/OWNER: DIANA SAYRE

CH GRIFFIN JP FLOYD MAYWEATHER (D)
BY GATCHAMAN OF ROYALE BLANCHE X QUEEN BLESS JP SARASA
BREEDER: AREI OKUI
OWNER: EMU ABE

CH HEARTWORKS RAISIN’ JOYFUL KANE (D)
BY GCH CH AZURE PHILOSOPHER’S KANE RA CGC TKN X GCH CH DENZEL VIRTUAL PRESENCE
BREEDER: KITTIE DEEMER
OWNER: KITTIE RUE DEEMER

CH JAREAUX MISTER INCREDIBLE (D)
BY GCH CH DRACO A GAME OF THRONES X GCHB CH JAREAUX PROUD MARY
BREEDER/OWNER: TAMMIE SOMMERSON-WILCOX & MR. JOHN CLAY WILCOX & KRIS OLIVERSEN

CH LA REN PH FEMME D’OR (B)
BY GCHG CH JOSANDRE’ PH BRONZE BOBBY X CH LA REN ANDALI LOOKIN FOR A GOOD TIME
BREEDER/OWNER: JANIS L MCLAREN

CH MAGNOLIA LIFE GUDINI FOR SAFFIRE (D)
BY SNOW LIFE MAGNAT X BON PLAISIR ODET JOSIE
BREEDER: IRINA PANOVA
OWNER: MELANIE KRUG
CH NIGHTFIRE’S LEGENDARY WINNER (D)
BY OLIVSTAR TSEZAR IMPERATOR RIMA X
NIGHTFIRE’S BET ON WIN
BREEDER: YVONNE WEBER
OWNER: CHRISTA STEELE & MIKE PHILIP

CH QUILLO’S ROMANCING THE STONE (D)
BY CH FLUTTERSBY SCRUMPTIOUS SCORPIO
AT QUILLO X QUILLO FOR THE LOVE OF
BLING AT RUNWAY
BREEDER: DOROTHY FAIN
OWNER: MARY J HAKE & MARILYN LLIFF

CH SLEEPY CREEKS SMOOTH MOVES (B)
BY GCH CH MACH3 SLEEPY CREEK’S
SMOOTH CRUZIN RN MXC MJC X ET’S LIVING
IN THE BERNDOCKS
BREEDER/OWNER: CANDY JANKE &
HANNAH RALSTON

CH SPOTLIGHT I CAN BE YOUR HERO (D)
BY CH SPOTLIGHT BLACK BEAUTY X CH
SPOTLIGHT SUPERCYRL
BREEDER: KIM BARBOLINI
OWNER: KIM BARBOLINI & CATHY
WALTHER

GRAND CHAMPION

GCH CH A NIGHTS SHOOTING GUNS OF
SPRINGHILL (D)
BY GCH CH SILJANS FASHION DESIGNER
CONNECTION AT CORAL BAY x GCH CH A
NIGHTS DEVIL IN DA SKY'S
BREEDER/OWNER: JUDY DUNN & DUANE E
DUNN

GCH CH MARICHIN ROYAL APPOINTMENT
(D)
BY GCH CH MARICHIN A TRIBUTE TO
NOUVEAU X CH MARICHIN BLAZEN THE
PERFECT STORM
BREEDER: SALLY (SISSY) HILL & MARICHIN C
URIARTE
OWNER: MARICHIN C URIARTE

GCH CH MARICHIN ROYAL PREROGATIVE
(D)
BY GCH CH MARICHIN A TRIBUTE TO
NOUVEAU X CH MARICHIN BLAZEN THE
PERFECT STORM
BREEDER: SALLY (SISSY) HILL & MARICHIN C
URIARTE
OWNER: SONJA L ASIDO & MARICHIN C
URIARTE
GCH CH NAMASTE CODE TALKER (D)
BY GCH CH PASSIONPAPS GAME ON X CH ZELICAON CAITLYN WINGS NAMASTE
BREEDER: LORELEI L BAYLESS & DANIEL BAYLESS
OWNER: DONNA DUPPSTADT & LORELEI L BAYLESS & DNL DUMPSTAD & DANIEL BAYLESS

GCH CH SILVERMORNING’S KEEP YOUR EYES ON ME (D)
BY CH SILVERMORNING’S YOU ARE MY GUARDIAN ANGEL X SILVERMORNING’S ORGANZA
BREEDER/OWNER: MONICA PALMERO

GRAND CHAMPION BRONZE

GCHB CH DISYRE WISH ME LUCK (D)
BY GCHB CH CANDELLA WISH UPON A STAR AT DISYRE X CH DISYRE FRANKLY I CAN
BREEDER/OWNER: LINDA FITZMAURICE & DIANA SAYRE

GCHB CH MAGIC SUNRISE ACE OF BASE (D)
BY MAGIC SUNRISE SPECIAL SELECTION X MAGIC SUNRISE HOT GOSSIP
BREEDER: J PAVLOVA
OWNER: JULIA KING

GRAND CHAMPION SILVER

GCHS CH MACH2 AERILEE’S KITTO KATSU MXS MJS OF BCAT CGC TKN (B)
BY CH LIVEWIRE-ETS LEWD’N LASCIVIOUS NAJ SWNE SIAE SBAE SCE SHDN X CH MACH2 AERILEE’S SPARKLING TREASURE MXS MJS T2B
BREEDER: MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER
OWNER: MRS. LINDSEY RAE BARROWS & MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER

UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT 31

OTCH14 MY DOLLY MOLLY TWO SPOTS
UDX31 OGM VER (B)
BY MISTER NOAH LOT X PANDA ROYAL ECHO
BREEDER: JASON WATTENBARGER
OWNER: NANCY MULLER

RALLY NOVICE

FIREFLY’S TOKEN OF DEFIANCE RN TKN (D)
BY GCH CH RIESA’S XTRA MILE TO GO BCAT X FIREFLY’S SCARLETT SAGE
BREEDER: CHRISTINE HUTCHINSON
OWNER: SUSAN L PLAISS & CHRISTINE HUTCHINSON

FLIGHT OF FANCY VALERY PARK RN CGC (B)
BY QUALIFIED TO KILL DAYDREAM BELIEVERS X ALICE IN WONDERLAND VALERY PARK
BREEDER: VALERIA KOROBKOVA
OWNER: CAROL LAUREN-SCHMIDT

JIMJAC TARHEEL SWEET POTATO PIE RN CGC TKI (D)
BY CH JIMJAC’S LIGHTENING STORM X JIMJAC’S EBONY AND IVORY
BREEDER: JACQUELINE SMITH & JIMMY D SMITH
OWNER: VALERIE SMITH

CH NOBLES FAITH OF THE HEART AT CAVALOT RN TKN (D)
BY GCH CH FAIRYTAILS N’ BELLADONNA’S NO REGRETS NO APOLOGIES X CH NOBLE’S MS RAZZLE DAZZLE
BREEDER: MARCIA NOBLE
OWNER: MRS. ELIZABETH ANNE RETTON & MARCIA NOBLE
PASUN'S LOONEE TUNES RN DCAT (D)
BY GCH CH PASUN'S FLICKER OF MOONLIGHT X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA' AT PASUNS
BREEDER: DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: COOKIE NEE

REGALOAKE'S IT'S ALL ABOUT ME RN NA CGC TKI (D)
BY HEAVEN SENT LUGGS TO REGALOAKE X HEAVEN SENT MISS L-E TO REGALOAKE
BREEDER: MRS. LYNN DOEL
OWNER: DEBORAH GATCHELL

CH PACH WAYTOGO'S WALK THIS WAY CD BN RN AX AXJ MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX T2BP (D)
BY GCHB CH NAMASTE QUEEN BLESS VILLA INCOGNITO X CH FARLEYS D DELILAH AT WAYTOGO
BREEDER: SUZANNE HANNON
OWNER: JENNIE LARKIN & SUZANNE HANNON & COLLEEN KIRBY

FLINTERS DELYTEFUL NEW T TOWN RI (D)
BY GCH CH BREVETTE BOY ON THE TOWN X CH FLINTERS SPELL BREAKER
BREEDER: NANCY VERHOOG & DEBBIE TEDROW
OWNER: JO ANNE SUKUT & NANCY VERHOOG & DEBBIE TEDROW

PRESTWICK'S YOU ROCK MY WORLD RI (D)
BY LAFFORD I WILL FLY X PRESTWICK ARKENO BILLIE JEAN
BREEDER: CAROLE DYCK & ED DYCK
OWNER: JO ANNE SUKUT & CAROLE DYCK

BREEDER: MRS. LYNN DOEL
OWNER: DEBORAH GATCHELL

RALLY INTERMEDIATE

ARKENO THIS ROUNDS ON YOU RI (D)
BY ARKENO'S NINETEENTH HOLE X CH ARKENO TOPFLETE HIGH FASHION
BREEDER: KIM A MCKAY & CAROLE A DYCK & MURRAY J BERG
OWNER: WENDY WALLACE & KEITH FAWCETT

MACH BONNIEJEAN ALLIANCE WITH STARFLEET RI MXB MJS OAP NJP MXF NFP T2B4 TKI (B)
BY GCH CH STARFLEET SPECIAL PROSECUTOR X CH STARFLEET MERCEDES IN BLACK FOR BONNIEJEAN CD OA OAJ OF
BREEDER: BONNIE J KOST & KATHY TAYLOR
OWNER: JUDY EDINGER & BONNIE J KOST

RALLY MASTER

CLEAR SKY BLUE WAVE RIDER CD PCD BN RM RAE CGCA TKN (D)
BY CLEAR SKY COUTURE EVENT X GCH CH CLEAR SKY FLORA DORA
BREEDER/OWNER: SUSAN NIKKEL

RALLY MASTER 2

AGCH MACH8 HALLMARK’S MAN O WAR CD PCDX RM RAE2 MXC2 PDS MJB3 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 (D)
BY CH ZKARABI’S TASTE OF EM X NORA VOM SCHWABENHOF
BREEDER: JERRILIN L NAYLOR & JANE SNIDER
OWNER: MS. SUSAN LYNN PLAISS
NOVICE AGILITY

HELEN AND LU’S HAPPY BEACH BUDDY NA NAJ (D)
BY KENDRA’S HAPPY DAYS OF SEAVIEW X GEOGIETTE GENEVIEVE’S LUCY BROWN
BREEDER: MS. CYNTHIA HEWETT
OWNER: HELEN M YETTAW

SONATA’S IN A HEARTBEAT NA (B)
BY MACH2 SONATA’S FIREWORKS AT FENWAY MXG MJG OF X ASTTA CARRERA SUMMER MELODY
BREEDER: MARY SCESNY
OWNER: JILL ANNE BLUM

WILDFIRE UNDENIABLE PETIT FRERE JACQUES RI NA NAJ BCAT CGC TKI (D)
BY CH WILDFIRE COSMIC HALLELUJAH X CH WILDFIRE UNDERCOVER LOVER
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: ELIZABETH PETKO

OPEN AGILITY

GCH CH RACH CEDAR CREEK STARSIGN HEZA FIERY LITTLE SPRIGHT CDX BN RM3 RAE3 FDC OA OAJ TKA (D)
BY GCHG CH BREVETTE KID INCREDIBLE X GCH CH STARSIGN’S WILD AND WONDERFUL UD BN RE FDC NA NAJ CA BCAT RATN
BREEDER: BARBARA GRUBB & PATTY GEMMILL
OWNER: BARBARA GRUBB & LAUREN TAPYRIK

NOTION’S A NEW MAGIC OA NAJ (B)
BY MARRON’S JIMMY CHOO X MYSTERY’S DAZZLING DISPLAY
BREEDER: ERIN MCLAUGHLIN
OWNER: SUSAN PAULSEN & ERIN MCLAUGHLIN

AGILITY EXCELLENT

BELOVED SOREN NOEL AX AXJ (D)
BY BELOVED STORYBOOK PRINCE X TERELEE’S SHEEZA DOLL 2
BREEDER: TAWNIE JO STANLEY
OWNER: MRS. ELALINE ELIZABETH THIESEN

CLEARLAKE LITTLE DEMON DEKENE RA AX MXJ MJB NF (D)
BY CH CLEARLAKE WIDOWMAKER X CH CLEARLAKE FLOWER POWER II
BREEDER: ELYSE VANDERMOLEN & SHARON NEWCOMB
OWNER: DEANNA YATES

CLEARLAKE REVEL RA AX AXJ XF BCAT RATS CGC TKP (D)
BY GCHG CH LAFFORD FLY ME TOO FARLEYSBANE X CH CLEARLAKE CALYPSO
BREEDER: ELYSE VANDERMOLEN & SHARON NEWCOMB
OWNER: DEANNA YATES

CRACKHEAD CRAZY, BUZZ LIGHTYEAR AX AXJ NF BCAT (D)
BY MACH3 SPINILLONS SEYMOUR MXC MJS2 NF X CH SPINILLONS TRULY UNRULY AX MXJ
BREEDER: MARILYN LEFF & GAYLE YORK
OWNER: BARBARA DUMBAUGH

PASUN & FORUSSI ONE DAY I’LL SHOW THEM ALL AX OAJ OF CGCA (B)
BY GCH CH STEAL MY KISSES FORUSSI OA OAJ OF CGC TKN X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA’ AT PASUNS
BREEDER: HELENA PIKE & DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: HELENA PIKE & CHELSEA PIKE & DONNA BRADLEY
MASTER BRONZE AGILITY

PASUN’S MOONLIGHT CALLIOPE CD BN RA MX MXB MXJ MJS XF T2B CGC (B)
BY CH DOMINO’S MOONLIGHT ESCAPE AD RN NA AXJ X A NIGHTS HOLY TARA’ AT PASUNS
BREEDER: DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: SUSAN CUMMINGS

WILDFIRE UNDER THE COVERS MX MXB MXJ MJB (B)
BY CH WILDFIRE COSMIC HALLELUJAH X CH WILDFIRE UNDERCOVER LOVER
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: RACHELLE L WAGNER

MASTER SILVER AGILITY

CH MACH2 AERILEE’S SPARKLING TREASURE MXS MJS T2B (B)
BY CH MARQUIS ROYAL TREASURE X CH MACH3 PACH AERILEE’S SPARKLING JEM MXG MJC MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX T2B2
BREEDER: JULIE RODRIGUEZ
OWNER: MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER

MASTER GOLD AGILITY

GCHS CH MACH2 AERILEE’S KITTO KATSU MXG MJS OF BCA CGC TKN (B)
BY CH LIVEWIRE-ETS LEWD’N LASCIVIOUS NAJ SWNE SWA SIAE SBAE SCE SHDN X CH MACH2 AERILEE’S SPARKLING TREASURE MXS MJS T2B
BREEDER: MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER
OWNER: MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER

MASTER BRONZE AGILITY 2

MACH4 ARROW’S MADAME BUTTERFLY MXB2 MJB3 T2B (B)
BY CH ROWLEY’S MOST CHARMING PRINCE X FOXFIRE’S-ARROW SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE
BREEDER: ALAN R ROWLEY M.D.
OWNER: LEE KUSEK & JOHN KUSEK

CH MACH3 MARQUIS GET THE PARTY STARTED RN MXB2 MJC T2B (B)
BY MARQUIS NIGHT SHADOW ON THE PROWLO X MARQUIS ROYAL PROVIDENCE
BREEDER: KEVIN M RAY & PAULA RAY
OWNER: JOHN GOOLDY & IDA GOOLDY & PAULA RAY

MASTER CENTURY AGILITY 2

MACH8 GEORGIA’S JUMPIN’ JACK FLASH MXC2 MJC2 XF T2B (D)
BY DENNY’S CADEAU WALK’N ON WATER X BUTTERFLY WORLD’S TRICKY GIRL
BREEDER: JENNIFER FIORENTINO
OWNER: STEFFAN MOODY

AGCH MACH7 STARSTRUCK CHINAK ON THE NIGHT SHIFT MXC2 PDS MJB3 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 (D)
BY PNAC CH MACH13 PACH STARSTRUCK CHASE THE MOON RA MXB4 MJB4 MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF TQX T2B X LA REN CHINAK NIGHT WINDS
BREEDER: LUCRETIA HEDBERG & ANDREA SAMUELS
OWNER: DEBORAH HUNT & ALISSA HUNT

MASTER GOLD AGILITY 4

MACH12 CANDELLA SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER MXG4 MJC5 XF T2B CA CGC (D)
BY RINGLANDS GOLDEN IMAGE X CH CANDELLA ZIGZAG ZOE NA NAJ
BREEDER: CAROL OCHS
OWNER: KAREN WLODARSKI
MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED

MACH TREASURED WALLACE OF DUDLEY’S DAY MXS MJS MXP NFP (D)
BY ELLIOT DE POMPADOUR X FAMILY
TREASURED CANDY CANE
BREEDER: REBECCA KIESEL
OWNER: REBECCA MISENCIK

MASTER AGILITY EXCELLENT
PREFERRED 9

PACH2 WILDFIRE REACH FOR THE STARS
MPX9 MXPG MJP17 MJPG2 PAX2 XFP T2BP3 (B)
BY GCHG CH WILDFIRE UNCENSORED X CH WILDFIRE ON THE RADAR
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: RACHELLE WAGNER

MASTER GOLD AGILITY PREFERRED

CH MACH5 PACH2 KENDRA’S STILLE THE ONE MXG2 MJG2 MXP7 MXPG MJPG
PAX2 OF T2B THD (D)
BY MACH5 PACH2 KENDRA’S STILLE FLY’N HIGH CDX MXG2 MJG2 MXP7 MXPS MJP6
MJPS PAX2 XF X KENDRA KISMET’S SPECIAL ANGEL
BREEDER: SUSAN KENDRA
OWNER: RITA STILLE

NOVICE AGILITY JUMPER

ROCKING N AND EZEE’S ADVENTURE BUDDY NA NAJ (D)
BY CH ELIZARES’ KELII ILIO CD RE X ROCKING N AND EZEE’S OREGON ADVENTURE CD BN
BREEDER: NANCY RADICH & ELAINE S ZECH
OWNER: JUDY BLUETT

OPEN AGILITY JUMPER

CH BREVETTE FIRECRACKER NA OAJ (D)
BY GCHG CH BREVETTE KID INCREDIBLE X GCH CH BREVETTE THAT TOUCH OF MINK
BREEDER: JOANNE YBABEN & CANDICE MACALUSO
OWNER: CHRISTINE BURTON & CANDICE MACALUSO & JOANNE YBABEN

CASABELLA’S NEED FOR SPEED OA OAJ NF (D)
BY GCH CH CASABELLAS GREAT EXPECTATIONS BY DAK RI ACT2 CGCA TKA X CH CASABELLA’S GIRLS GOT TUDE BY SKIES RN CGCA TKN
BREEDER: CAROL R. LAUREN-SCHMIDT & HAROLD SCHMIDT
OWNER: DONNA FEELER & CAROL R. LAUREN-SCHMIDT

CH SLEEPY CREEKS CUP OF JOE BN NA OAJ (D)
BY CH LA REN ANDALI RAISIN’ A RUCKUS X CH SLEEPY CREEK’S DIAMOND’S N PEARLS CDX BN RA AX OAJ
BREEDER/OWNER: CANDY JANKE & KENDAL FABIISI & HANNAH RALSTON

SONATA’S WICKED FIREWORKS ON THE HARBA NA OAJ TKN (B)
BY MACH2 SONATA’S FIREWORKS AT FENWAY MXG MJG OF X ASTTA CARRERA SUMMER MELODY
BREEDER: MARY SCSYN
OWNER: CAROLYN D’ANGelo

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER

BELOVED SOREN NOEL AX AXJ (D)
BY BELOVED STORYBOOK PRINCE X TERELEE’S SHEEZA DOLL 2
BREEDER: TAWNIE JO STANLEY
OWNER: MRS. ELALINE ELIZABETH THIESEN
GCH CH RACH CEDAR CREEK STARSIGN
HEZA FIERY LITTLE SPRIGHT CDX BN RM3
RAE3 FDC OA AXJ NF TKA (D)
BY GCHG CH BREVETTE KID INCREDIBLE X
GCH CH STARSIGN’S WILD AND WONDERFUL
UD BN RE FDC NA NAJ CA BCAT RATN
BREEDER: BARBARA GRUBB & PATTY
GEMMILL
OWNER: BARBARA GRUBB & LAUREN
TAPYRIK

FLAMBEAU’S KING CREOLE OF TOPFLITE
OA AXJ OF TKI (D)
BY CH ARKENO’S MEMPHIS BLUES CDX X
GCH CH FLAMBEAU’S CAMILLE OF TOPFLITE
BREEDER: KEITH MACALUSO & SANDRA L
SCHUMACHER & MARGARET ZACHER
OWNER: DONNA CALVERT & KEITH
MACALUSO

SAPPHIRESKY FOR GLORY AX AXJ (D)
BY ALEX’ JAMES BOND X TRUE AND TRUSTY
LOVE IS ALL AROUND
BREEDER: STEPHANIE BURCHARD & LENA
BURCHARD
OWNER: HEATHER CIRIBUSSI &
CHRISTOPHER STMARY

TOPFLITE NANRICH SHAKIN NOT STIRRED
AX AXJ CGC TKI (D)
BY CH MACH4 TOPFLITE VEGA HEAR ME
ROAR CDX PCD BN MXC MJB2 NF CGC TKP X
NANRICH TOPFLITE SKY’S THE LIMIT
BREEDER: KAY DETAMPEL & SANDRA L
SCHUMACHER & RICHARD LOPASCHUK &
NANCY LOPASCHUK
OWNER: KAY DETAMPEL & CASSIE ENEA

EXCELLENT AGILITY JUMPER
PREFERRED

DENZEL TAKE ON ME BN RA AXP AJP XFP
RATO CGCA CGCU TKE (D)
BY CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE X
CH DENZEL SHENANIGANS
BREEDER: TRACY BURDICK & ALLISON
ROUNDS & ADRIANNE ROUNDS
OWNER: REGINA EDWARDS

LIBERTY’S ROCKIN’ MY SKINNY JEANS RN
OAP AJP CGC TKI (B)
BY GCH CH MARQUIS PUT ME IN COACH X
LIBERTY’S TRACE OF DARKNESS
BREEDER: PAULA RAY & CHRIS JACKSON &
KEVIN RAY
OWNER: DENISE BRANDENBURG-MORRIS

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER

A & A’S BREWED TO PERKFECTION RI AX
MXJ NF CGC TKI (B)
BY D’VINE’S LOYAL BOUNTY HUNTER CGC X
A & A’S DANCING ON THE WIND
BREEDER: AVA ENGEL
OWNER: MS. DENISE D BRANDENBURG-MORRIS

SPOTLIGHT VIENNA TRI SYMPHONY PH CD
PCD BN RA AX MXJ XF CA DCAT SWN SINE
SHDN CGCA CGCU TKP (B)
BY CH TUINLUV’S FLAUNT IT MARKENHAUS
X GCH CH SPOTLIGHT LONDON TRI
SYMPHONY
BREEDER: KIM BARBOLINI
OWNER: MELANIE HARRIMAN
MASTER BRONZE JUMPER

SILVERMORNING’S PICASSO MX MXJ MJB NF (D)
BY LINDATORPS KRISTOFFER X
SILVERMORNING’S NOW YOU SEE ME
BREEDER: MONICA PALMERO
OWNER: RACHEL EVERS

MASTER SILVER JUMPER

SILVERMORNING’S PICASSO MX MXJ MJB NF (D)
BY LINDATORPS KRISTOFFER X
SILVERMORNING’S NOW YOU SEE ME
BREEDER: MONICA PALMERO
OWNER: RACHEL EVERS

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER

MASTER SILVER JUMPER

MASTER SILVER JUMPER 2

CH MACH3 CANDELLA TALKIN’ A BLUE STREAK MXG MJS2 (D)
BY GCH CH DOMINO’S ON THE MONEY X
GCHB CH CANDELLA WILL O’ WISP
BREEDER: CAROL OCHS
OWNER: KAREN WLODARSKI & CAROL OCHS

MASTER SILVER JUMPER 3

MACH4 ARROW’S MADAME BUTTERFLY MXB2 MJS3 T2B (B)
BY CH ROWLEY’S MOST CHARMING PRINCE X
FOXFIRE’S-ARROW SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE
BREEDER: ALAN R ROWLEY M.D.
OWNER: LEE KUSEK & JOHN KUSEK

AGCH MACH8 HALLMARK’S MAN O WAR CD PCDX RM2 RAE2 MXC2 PJS MJS3 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 (D)
BY CH ZKARABI’S TASTE OF EM X NORA VOM SCHWABENHOF
BREEDER: JERRILIN L NAYLOR & JANE SNIDER
OWNER: MS. SUSAN LYNN PLAISS

MASTER BRONZE JUMPER 6

MACH12 CANDELLA SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER MXG4 MJB6 XF T2B CA CGC (D)
BY RINGLANDS GOLDEN IMAGE X CH CANDELLA ZIGZAG ZOE NA NAJ
BREEDER: CAROL OCHS
OWNER: KAREN WLODARSKI

MASTER EXCELLENT JUMPER

PREFERRED 3

PACH SONATA’S DREAM A LITTLE DREAM MX AXJ MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX NF (B)
BY CH MACH2 SONATA’S SAIL ME ON A SILVER SUN MXG MJG X ASTTA CARRERA SUMMER MELODY
BREEDER: MARY SCESNY
OWNER: HOWARD CARR
AGILITY FAST NOVICE

A NIGHTS MISSION 2 GET R DUN OF SPRINGHILL FDC OA OAJ NF CA BCAT SCN SIN SEN CGC TKA (B)
BY MARRICS BEEN THERE DUN THAT PH X GCHB CH A NIGHTS MISSION ACCOMPLISHED
BREEDER/OWNER: JUDY DUNN & DUANE E DUNN

GCH CH RACH CEDAR CREEK STARSIGN HEZA FIERY LITTLE SPRIGHT CDX BN RM3 RAE3 FDC OA OAJ NF TKA (D)
BY GCHG CH BREVETTE KID INCREDIBLE X GCH CH STARSIGN'S WILD AND WONDERFUL UD BN RE FDC NA NAJ CA BCAT RATN
BREEDER: BARBARA GRUBB & PATTY GEMMILL
OWNER: BARBARA GRUBB & LAUREN TAPYRIK

FIREFLY'S MUSIC BY MOZART NF (D)
BY GCH CH RIESA'S XTRA MILE TO GO BCAT X FIREFLY'S SCARLETT SAGE
BREEDER: CHRISTINE HUTCHINSON
OWNER: MRS. JUDITH HICKS

GEORGIA'S HOPELESSLY DEVOTED TO YOU RI AX AXJ NF BCAT TKN (B)
BY CH NAMASTE FROM DREAMS COME LEGENDS X BUTTERFLY WORLD'S TRICKY GIRL
BREEDER: JENNIFER FIORENTINO
OWNER: STEFFAN MOODY & TONI MOODY

AGILITY FAST OPEN PREFERRED

SONATA'S PRECIOUS LIMITED EDITION TESLA TD OA OAJ AXP AJP NF OFP (B)
BY CH MACH2 SONATA'S SAIL ME ON A SILVER SUN MXG MJX ASTTA CARRERA SUMMER MELODY
BREEDER: MARY SCESNY
OWNER: JUDY PAWSON

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT

MACH WILDFIRE BURNING UP THE ROAD MXS MJG XF T2B4 BCAT CGC (D)
BY GCHG CH WILDFIRE UNCENSORED X CH WILDFIRE ON THE FLY
BREEDER: ANGELA S PICKETT & CHESLIE PICKETT
OWNER: NANCY ATKINS

AGILITY FAST EXCELLENT PREFERRED

DENZEL TAKE ON ME BN RA AXP AJP XFP RATO CGCA CGCU TKE (D)
BY CH ALLISTAR DENZEL TAKE THE STAGE X CH DENZEL SHENANIGANS
BREEDER: TRACY BURDICK & ALLISON ROUNDS & ADRIANNE ROUNDS
OWNER: REGINA EDWARDS

MASTER BRONZE FAST

MACH CADGETS-WAYTOGO ARIES ON FIRE MXS MJS MFB T2B TKI (D)
BY CH NAMASTE NAPOLEON DYNAMITE X CH ZELICAON FLAMING STAR TO CADGETS
BREEDER: GAYLE KEY
OWNER: CYNTHIA FOLEY

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION

MACH SAPPHIRESKY GET READY MXB MJB MFB T2B (D)
BY BLICCI'S JOIN THE TEAM X TRUE AND TRUSTY LOVE IS ALL AROUND
BREEDER: STEPHANIE BURCHARD & LENA BURCHARD
OWNER: DEBORAH HUNT
MACH SILVERMORNING’S PICASSO MJB NF (D)
BY LINDATORPS KRISTOFFER X SILVERMORNING’S NOW YOU SEE ME
BREEDER: MONICA PALMERO
OWNER: RACHEL EVERS

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 2

CH MACH2 AERILEE’S SPARKLING TREASURE MXB MJS T2B (B)
BY CH MARQUIS ROYAL TREASURE X CH MACH3 PACH AERILEE’S SPARKLING JEM MXG MJC MXP4 MXPB MJPS PAX T2B2
BREEDER: JULIE RODRIGUEZ
OWNER: MRS. JULIE KAY CURRIER

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 3

CH MACH3 LACEWING’S THE BEES KNEES BN RE MXG MJG NAP NJP MXF TQX NFP T2B CAA ACT2 TKP (D)
BY GCH CH MACH2 NAMASTE LITTLE LION MAN RA MXS MJS X ZELICAON DELILAH DREAMER MX MXJ
BREEDER: LORI LIPKIN
OWNER: CHERYL MATTHEWS

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 4

CH MACH4 MARQUIS GET THE PARTY STARTED RN MXB2 MJC T2B (B)
BY MARQUIS NIGHT SHADOW ON THE PROWL X MARQUIS ROYAL PROVIDENCE
BREEDER: KEVIN M RAY & PAULA RAY
OWNER: JOHN GOOLDY & IDA GOOLDY & PAULA RAY

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 9

MACH9 LIVEWIRE ZEN MASTER RN MXB3 PAD MJS3 PJD MFB TQX T2B3 SWE SCME SIM SEM SHDE (D)
BY CH WISE’S LITTLE BIG MAN X LIVEWIRE DUNDEE WHAM BAM THANK YOU MAM SCN SIN SBN
BREEDER: DANEEN FOX & JULIE SANDOVAL & FRANCINE P HERMAN
OWNER: SHARON KIHARA

MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION 13

MACH13 CANDELLA SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER MXG4 MJB6 XF T2B CA CGC (D)
BY RINGLANDS GOLDEN IMAGE X CH CANDELLA ZIGZAG ZOE NA NAJ
BREEDER: CAROL OCHS
OWNER: KAREN WLODARSKI

PREFERRED AGILITY CHAMPION

MACH PACH PASUN’S AMERICA STANDS FOR FREEDOM MXB MJS MXP3 MXPB MJPS PAX (B)
BY CH DOMINO’S MOONLIGHT ESCAPADE RN NA AXJ X GCH CH HIS LATEST FLAME
BREEDER: DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: JESSE WESTOVER

PREFERRED AGILITY EXCELLENT

MACH PACH PASUN’S AMERICA STANDS FOR FREEDOM MXB MJS MXP3 MXPB MJPS PAX (B)
BY CH DOMINO’S MOONLIGHT ESCAPADE RN NA AXJ X GCH CH HIS LATEST FLAME
BREEDER: DONNA BRADLEY
OWNER: JESSE WESTOVER
TIME 2 BEAT 3

CH TOPFLITE ONE FOR THE MONEY MX MXB MXJ MJB OF T2B3 TKA (D)
BY CH KRYSnTAL MACHIAVELLI X CH TOPFLITE MONEY IN MOTION
BREEDER: SANDRA L SCHUMACHER
OWNER: CHRIS PRIMMER & SANDRA L SCHUMACHER & JIM PRIMMER

BCAT

BRIARKEEP’S MISTS OF AVALON BCAT (B)
BY GCH CH STARSIGN’S SAMWISE THE BRAVE AT BRIARKEEP RN AX AJX OF BCAT CGCA CGCU TKN X CH STARSIGN’S ARWEN EVENSTAR AT BRIARKEEP BCAT
BREEDER/OWNER: MS. LAURA N HOOSER & MS. BLAIR N HOOSER & MS. CYNTHIA NICHOLS

EMERAL GARDEN PIQUED MY INTEREST BCAT (D)
BY GCHS CH VALENTINO BY MONARCH CD PCD BN RE FDC AX MXJ NF T2B THD RATN CGCA TKP X ZELICAON DANCING LADY O’JORE
BREEDER: NANCY O’CONNELL
OWNER: ELLEN M TELLEEN & LISA KRONZ

GCH CH LA REN COPELLA IRRESISTIBLE FLARE BCAT (B)
BY GCHG CH VALIFYRE FREESPIRIT ICY SPARKS X GCH CH COPELLA LA REN SIMPLY IRRESISTIBLE
BREEDER: PAULA COX & JANIS L MCLAREN
OWNER: J ELIZABETH ABATE & JEFFREY J ABATE

CH MACH3 LACEWING’S THE BEES KNEES BN RE MXG MJG NAP NJP MXF TQX NFP T2B CAA BCAT ACT2 TKP (D)
BY GCH CH MACH2 NAMASTE LITTLE LION MAN RA MXS MJS X ZELICAON DELILAH DREAMER MX MXJ
BREEDER: LORI LIPKIN
OWNER: CHERYL MATTHEWS

LIVEWIRE-ETS LOCKED ‘N LOADED BCAT (B)
BY LIVEWIRE-ETS UPTOWN PUNK BCAT X INTER WIN NOW AND FOREVER SWN
BREEDER: JULIE SANDOVAL & MICHELLE ANTHONY
OWNER: CHRISTINE GEISEL & JULIE SANDOVAL

AGILITY COURSE TEST 1

MAGGIE HOULIHAN RI ACT1 CGC (B)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: MARYTINA STEELE

BCAT

MEDLEE’S EVERYTHING’S COMING UP ROSES BCAT TKN (B)
BY CH KRYSnTAL WHISKEY SOUR X MEDLEE’S DEFY GRAVITY
BREEDER: SUSAN C AUSTIN & MARIE B SMITH
OWNER: MARLENE BUCHEL

NEALCREST’S JUST A BIT CHEEKY BCAT (B)
BY CH DIAMONDSUN DBL JUSTICE PARASOL X GALA’S PIXIE AT NEALCREST
BREEDER: LYNNE NEAL THOMSON
OWNER: LORI ASHE
STARSIGN HIT ME WITH YOUR BEST SHOT
BCAT TKN (D)
BY STARSIGN'S FLOLIN I SHOT THE SHERIFF
X CH STARSIGN'S SHOP TIL U DROP
BREEDER: SUZANNE HANNON & PATTY
GEMMILL
OWNER: NICOLE TOUGAS

AGILITY COURSE TEST 1

TALLIS SIR ARCHIBALD OF MVP ACT1 (D)
BY TALLIS MOST VALUED PLAYER X TALLIS
MAGICAL MADELYN
BREEDER: VIDA ELLIS HUGHES
OWNER: LISA DEACON

DCAT

CASABELLA’S NEFARIOUS MONARCH DCAT (D)
BY GCH CH CASABELLAS GREAT EXPECTATIONS BY DAK RI ACT2 CGCA TKA
X CH CASABELLA’S GIRLS GOT TUDE BY SKIES RN CGCA TKN
BREEDER: CAROL R. LAUREN-SCHMIDT & HAROLD SCHMIDT
OWNER: ROXANNE & KEVIN VONTAYSON & KEVIN VONTAYSON

FCAT

MAISIE BLUE EMMA TWO FCAT CGC (B)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: VICKIE TARAP & KYLIE TARAP

SCENT WORK HANDLER
DISCRIMINATION NOVICE

NAC MACH7 LIVEWIRE ITS ALL GRAVY RA
MXC2 MJC3 MXP MPJB XF T2B
SWAE SWM SCME SEE SBE SHDN (D)
BY MACH2 COOR'S ESPIRITU HERMOSO CDX
MXS MJG OF X ADFAM'S TEARIN' IT UP AX
MXJ
BREEDER/OWNER: DANEEN FOX

MACH5 LIVEWIRE-ETS EXCESSIVE FORCE
MXS2 MJG2 MXF T2B2 SWAE SWE SCEE
SEE SHDAE SCM SEM SHDE (D)
BY NAC MACH7 LIVEWIRE ITS ALL GRAVY RA
MXC2 MJC3 MXP MPJB XF T2B SWAE
SWM SCME SEE SBE SHDN X DUNDEE
LIVEWIRE'S ETS MISS D'MEAN'R
BREEDER/OWNER: JULIE SANDOVAL & DANEEN FOX

SCENT WORK HANDLER
DISCRIMINATION EXCELL

MACH8 LIVEWIRE ZEN MASTER RN MXB3
PAD MJS3 PJD MFB TQX T2B3 SWE SCME
SIM SEM SHDE (D)
BY CH WISE'S LITTLE BIG MAN X LIVEWIRE
DUNDEE WHAM BAM THANK YOU MAM SCN
SIN SBN
BREEDER: DANEEN FOX & JULIE SANDOVAL
& FRANCINE P HERMAN
OWNER: SHARON KIHARA

SCENT WORK CONTAINER NOVICE

EZEE’S EXTRA EDITION CD BN RM5 RAE4
SCN SIN CGCA TKP (D)
BY CH ELIZARES’ KELII ILIO CD RE X CH
EZEE’S AH HA MADE YOU LOOK!
BREEDER: ELAINE S ZECH
OWNER: DOREEN PEZZELLA
JOSANDRE FOREVER AND ALWAYS SCN SIN SEN (B)
BY GCH CH FREESPIRITS EYE CATCHIN ARKENO RN MX MXJ T2B CGC X GCH CH JOSANDRE’ MARISKA JANA
BREEDER: MARY JO LOYE
OWNER: NIKKI BERTHOLD-ILLIAS & T JAWORSKI

ROAD’S END BIG PICTURE AX MXJ SCN SIN SBN (D)
BY ROAD’S END ACINI DI PEPE X ROAD’S END MADAME MIMI
BREEDER: ANTJE KROMBERG DUNMIRE
OWNER: DOLORES MARIE TYNEWAY D.V.M.

SCENT WORK EXTERIOR NOVICE

MACH4 MEIKAS DAPPER DILL RA MXC MJS2 MXP3 MXPB MJP2 MJPB XF T2B2 SCN SEN (D)
BY CH SPRINGHILL RED EAGLE NA NAJ X MEIKA STELLALUNA SWEET CANDY
BREEDER: JEANNE M STEWART
OWNER: LOUANNE HORSMAN

MACH STARFALL’S GOIN’ FOR THE GOLD CD PCD BN RE FDC MXB MJS T2B SCN SEN RATO CGCA CGCU TKE (D)
BY STARFALL’S RIO SKY X STARFALL’S WINTER DAY
BREEDER: JILL E MATTHEWS
OWNER: REGINA LYNN EDWARDS

TOPFLITE FLAMBEAU IF I CAN DREAM ACT1 SIN SEN CGC TKN (B)
BY CH ARKENO’S MEMPHIS BLUES CDX X GCH CH FLAMBEAU’S CAMILLE OF TOPFLITE
BREEDER: KEITH MACALUSO & SANDRA L SCHUMACHER & MARGARET ZACHER
OWNER: TERESA CARLILE & SANDRA L SCHUMACHER

SCENT WORK BURIED NOVICE

MAGIC JESTERZ KLOWNNIN AROUND DA TOWN SCA SIN SBN SHDN (D)
BY JIMJAC’S THUNDERSTORM X DELILAH DA WIND-UP TOY
BREEDER/OWNER: MRS. NANCY C JUDA & MR. BURTON JUDA
XTRAS TRY AND KEEP UP AX AXJ SCN SBN (D)  
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN  
BREEDER: UNKNOWN  
OWNER: KAREN MELLERT

SCENT WORK CONTAINER ADVANCED

CH STARLINE N MARRICS LOST PARABATI V SHADA SWA (D)  
BY CH CONNECTION SILJANS PAINTED MOON X GCHB CH MARRICS DECADENT DELIGHT  
BREEDER: GRACE STEWART & MARCY WYRENS  
OWNER: SHARON L PARKER & DAVID E PARKER & GRACE STEWART

SCENT WORK BURIED ADVANCED

CH STARLINE N MARRICS LOST PARABATI V SHADA SWA (D)  
BY CH CONNECTION SILJANS PAINTED MOON X GCHB CH MARRICS DECADENT DELIGHT  
BREEDER: GRACE STEWART & MARCY WYRENS  
OWNER: SHARON L PARKER & DAVID E PARKER & GRACE STEWART

SCENT WORK ADVANCED

CH STARLINE N MARRICS LOST PARABATI V SHADA SWA (D)  
BY CH CONNECTION SILJANS PAINTED MOON X GCHB CH MARRICS DECADENT DELIGHT  
BREEDER: GRACE STEWART & MARCY WYRENS  
OWNER: SHARON L PARKER & DAVID E PARKER & GRACE STEWART

SCENT WORK INTERIOR EXCELLENT

FASHIONISTA BY MONARCH PCD BN RI SWA SCNE SINE SCM SIE (B)  
BY MONARCH'S JUMPING THE GUN X D'VINE'S ON THE EDGE OF GLORY  
BREEDER: MARGIE RICCOMINI  
OWNER: MISS NORINE NIEMAN

SCENT WORK BURIED EXCELLENT

BLAKE CAA DCAT SWA SCE SIE SBE SHDA TKP (D)  
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN  
BREEDER: UNKNOWN  
OWNER: PATRICIA MURACZEWSKI

FLASHPOINT KD'S BARNEY RUBBLE OA AXJ ACT2 SWE SCM (D)  
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN  
BREEDER: UNKNOWN  
OWNER: KIM DEBENEDICTIS

GCH CH MARRICS SKY MAGIC RN SWE SCM SIM SEM THDD CGC (D)  
BY CH MARRICS THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME X MARRICS MAGIC HAPPENS  
BREEDER: MARCY WYRENS & RICHARD A WYRENS  
OWNER: SHARON L PARKER & DAVID E PARKER & MARCY WYRENS

SCENT WORK EXCELLENT

FLASHPOINT KD'S BARNEY RUBBLE OA AXJ ACT2 SWE SCM (D)  
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN  
BREEDER: UNKNOWN  
OWNER: KIM DEBENEDICTIS
GCH CH MARRICS SKY MAGIC RN SWE SCM SIM SEM THDD CGC (D)
BY CH MARRICS THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME X MARRICS MAGIC HAPPENS
BREEDER: MARCY WYRENS & RICHARD A WYRENS
OWNER: SHARON L PARKER & DAVID E PARKER & MARCY WYRENS

SCENT WORK EXTERIOR EXCELLENT ELITE

MACH5 LIVIEWIRE-ETS EXCESSIVE FORCE
MXS2 MJG2 MXF T2B2 SWAE SWE SCEE SEE SHDAE SCM SEM SHDE (D)
BY NAC MACH7 LIVIEWIRE ITS ALL GRAVY RA MXC2 MJC3 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF T2B SWAE SWM SCME SEEE SBEE SHDN X DUNDEE LIVIEWIRE'S ETS MISS D'MEAN'R
BREEDER/OWNER: JULIE SANDOVAL & DANEEN FOX

SCENT WORK CONTAINER MASTER ELITE

NAC MACH7 LIVIEWIRE ITS ALL GRAVY RA MXC2 MJC3 MXP MJP2 MJPB XF T2B SWAE SWM SCME SEEE SBEE SHDN (D)
BY MACH2 COOR'S ESPIRITU HERMOSO CDX MXS MJG OF X ADFAM'S TEARIN' IT UP AX MXJ
BREEDER/OWNER: DANEEN FOX

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN

JOSANDRE' "CARI" IS A HOT TAMALE ACT2 CGC (B)
BY GCH CH FREESPIRITS EYE CATCHIN' ARKENO RN MX MXJ T2B CGC X JOSANDRE' MS. HOT STUFF
BREEDER: MARY JO LOYE
OWNER: MS. KIM THOMPSON

MARVAL ZIGGY STARDUST CGC TKN (D)
BY INTER WIN YOUR FOREVER X STARSIGN'S WRITTEN IN THE STARS
BREEDER: MARY HUGHES
OWNER: SHERRIE ABBOTT JOHNS

SKYTRY'S COCOA CGC (D)
BY GCH CH SKYTRY'S TRANSFORMERS HIP-HOP MUSIC MASTER X GCH CH SKYTRY'S PERFECTLY D'VINE PIPPA BY MONARCH
BREEDER: JOANNA GLAWSON & SKYLAR AMANDA LANE GLAWSON
OWNER: SUSAN FORD

STARFLEET TO SEEK OUT CGC TKN (D)
BY GCH CH J BAR'S I AM THE ONE X CH STARFLEET PAINTED MIRAGE
BREEDER: KATHY TAYLOR & DANIKA FRANKLIN
OWNER: GAIL ANN KENDRICK

ADVANCED CANINE GOOD CITIZEN

RIEGEL COGAR SKYE'S THE LIMIT UD BN GN RN CGCA TKP (B)
BY GCH CH BETLEN RIEGEL THE MAGIC TOUCH UD BN RAE CGC X CH RIEGEL BETLEN LAST DANCE
BREEDER: CARLOTTA DENNIE & GARY COLUCCI
OWNER: SHARON LANN

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN URBAN

RIEGEL COGAR SKYE'S THE LIMIT UD BN GN RN CGCU TKP (B)
BY GCH CH BETLEN RIEGEL THE MAGIC TOUCH UD BN RAE CGC X CH RIEGEL BETLEN LAST DANCE
BREEDER: CARLOTTA DENNIE & GARY COLUCCI
OWNER: SHARON LANN
GCH CH STARSIGN’S SAMWISE THE BRAVE
AT BRIARKEEP RN AX AXJ OF BCAT CGCA
CGCU TKN (D)
BY CH CANISPHERE’S BENTLEY X STARSIGN’S
DANCING DOLLY
BREEDER: PATTY GEMMILL
OWNER: MS. LAURA N HOOSER & MS. BLAIR
N HOOSER & MS. CYNTHIA NICHOLS

NOTION’S BOY IN CHARGE TKN (D)
BY ROSIAN’S FABULOUS FRANKIE X
MYSTERY’S DAZZLING DISPLAY
BREEDER: ERIN MCLAUGHLIN
OWNER: CHRIS LYNCH-SANKS

SKYE BY THE KYLEAKIN SHORE TKN (D)
BY SUNNY OF WALNUT GROVE X HOLLY OF
WALNUT GROVE
BREEDER: TRACY SEMONES
OWNER: SANDY ANGELONE

TRICK DOG NOVICE

ALL THAT JAZZ 1 TKN (B)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: VALERIE VILARDI

ANDALI PH THE ONE WHO KNOWS LOVE
CGC TKN (D)
BY CH ANDALI LA REN SHADOW IN THE
GLEN X CH ALL OF MY LIFE VIVE VANETTE
BREEDER: ANDREA MELOON & CHERYL
MAASS
OWNER: JOLENE ROUDEBUSH & ANDREA S
MELOON & CHERYL MAASS & TEGAN
JAWROSKI

BLOOM AN SPOTLIGHT WALK BY FAITH
PH TKN (B)
BY BLOOM AN START A FIRE TKN X
SPOTLIGHT ULTRAVIOLET PEARL PH TKN
BREEDER: KIM BARBOLINI & ANNETTE
BLOMQUIST
OWNER: ANNETTE BLOMQUIST

CADGETS LEVEL UP TKN (D)
BY CH CADGETS BACK TO THE FUTURE X
CADGETS ROYAL MOTION TKN
BREEDER: GAYLE KEY
OWNER: SARAH OWEN

CH EZEE’S MAGIC GYPSY TKN (B)
BY CH EZEE & GAIL’S GHOST BUSTER X CH
EZEE’S DIAMOND DELIGHT
BREEDER: ELAINE S ZECH
OWNER: MARY VANFOSSEN & ELAINE S
ZECH

SKYE BY THE KYLEAKIN SHORE TKN (D)
BY SUNNY OF WALNUT GROVE X HOLLY OF
WALNUT GROVE
BREEDER: TRACY SEMONES
OWNER: SANDY ANGELONE

TRICK DOG INTERMEDIATE

ALL THAT JAZZ 1 TKI (B)
BY UNKNOWN X UNKNOWN
BREEDER: UNKNOWN
OWNER: VALERIE VILARDI

TOPFLITE RINGS MY BELL TKP (D)
BY TOPFLITE ITS FIVE O’CLOCK SOMEWHERE
ARKENO X TOPFLITE HIGH CRIME
BREEDER: SANDRA L SCHUMACHER
OWNER: CHRISTINA SANDERS

VIRTUAL HOME MANNERS ADULT

CAMELOTS LADY OF THE LAKE CD PCD BN
RM FDC CGCA CGCU TKN VHMA (B)
BY CH CAMELOTS MERLIN’S APPRENTICE X
CAMELOTS RIEGEL TAKE IT EASY
BREEDER: NANCY S DUKE & ALLAN DUKE
OWNER: CAROL ANN LE BLANC
CAMELOTS PRIMA DONNA RN VHMA (B)
BY CH CAMELOTS ODYSSEUS X CAMELOTS FIRST LADY
BREEDER: NANCY S DUKE & ALLAN DUKE
OWNER: CAROLANN LEBLANC

MEDLEE'S DESIDERATA RAE SCNE SINE SEN CGCA CGCU TKP VHMA (D)
BY CH KRISTAL WHISKEY SOUR X MEDLEE'S PEANUT BUTTER PARFAIT
BREEDER: SUSAN C AUSTIN
OWNER: MRS. SHARON PRATT MILLER

MEDLEE'S RUBY SLIPPERS BN RI FDC ACT2 THD SDPRO CGCA CGCU TKE VHMA (B)
BY CH CAPRICES QUIET AS A WHISPER X CH MEDLEE'S OVER THE RAINBOW
BREEDER: SUSAN C AUSTIN & MARIE B SMITH
OWNER: DIANA SQUICCIARINI

WINGSSONG BELLISSIMA TKI VHMA (B)
BY GCHS CH WINGSSONG HERE WE GO AGAIN X CH WINGSSONG WILD AT HEART
BREEDER: PAT JONES & CHRIS JONES
OWNER: HEIDI CROFT & PAT JONES & JEANETTE CROFT